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Introduction
October, 2020 was a time of nervous re-thinking.  A vaccine 
was not yet available in Ireland.  A lockdown was.  

Having just come off producing an exhibition of international 
mail art1, Not Over Yet was suddenly in the throes of how to 
procede.  As a group of multi-disciplinary artists living in the 
west of Ireland and the south of Tasmania, they pondered 
how to reflect both its name and core mission.  

Earlier that year, drawn to the challenges to and potentials 
of creativity in the face of environmental crisis, the group 
was formed to explore options and strategies.  Plans were 
made for public performances, group exhibitions, workshops 
and other events meant to engage the community in shared 
spaces.  These projects would now have to be delayed 
indefinitely or altered dramatically if not cancelled outright2.  
And there was no end to the growing pandemic in sight.

As a way to continue engagement with each other, share ideas 
and generate work, it was decided to start a new project 
-- equal parts mail art, exquisite corpse3, diary, experiment, 
chain letter, and therapy.

Each member was sent an A4-sized sheet of thick paper 
in a plain brown envelope.  Instructions were simple:  add 
something to it, send it to another member.  There was no 
time limit, no preferred mediums or subject matter.  It would 
be fun, and a way to stay connected and encouraged during 
those long days of quarantine.

While N.O.Y. began with an focus on art and the environment, 
it quickly became clear that Coronavirus was now a primary 
part of that environment.  And the environment had suddenly 
taken on an internalized aspect, as well.  What might be 
unwittingly ingested from the outside and how might it mutate 
and expand?  It seemed inevitable that living our lives would 
be transformed, but how and to what extent lay ahead.

So off they went, these dozen Cahoots. Around the world 
and up the road.  Across oceans and continents, pastures and 
woods and down to little houses by the bay.   Taking whatever 
time they took.

And time was what there was plenty of.  

After twelve months, the dozen Cahoots were complete, and 
with that, a new “how to procede” was born.  As with everything 
else, N.O.Y. itself has changed, yet the central challenge 
remains.   How do we connect? How do we stay afloat?  How 
can we help?  

1 Adjusting, 25 September-4 October, 2020, The Courthouse, Kinvara link: 
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/57322fea2fe131e30c4a4af7/t/5f78c2d7e2
13a156bb265c24/1601749764990/Adjusting_Catalogue.pdf

2 The sole exception, Wishing Wall, December 2020-May 2021, a public 
installation near Dunguire Castle, Kinvara.

3 A method by which a collection of words or images is collectively assembled. 
Each collaborator adds to a composition in sequence, either by following a 
rule or by being allowed to see only the end of what the previous person 
contributed.

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/57322fea2fe131e30c4a4af7/t/5f78c2d7e213a156bb265c24/160174976
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/57322fea2fe131e30c4a4af7/t/5f78c2d7e213a156bb265c24/160174976


About the work
Cahoots 1-12
(2020-2021)
mixed media on 300gsm paper
210 x 297 mm (8-1/4 x 11-3/4 in)

Envelopes:  Mixed media on paper
Additional content: mixed media on paper, plastic
various sizes
 
Each Cahoot is shown in the following order:
Envelope front
Cahoot front
Cahoot back
Additional material front
Additional material back
Envelope back 

Though numbered for reference there is no implied 
sequence for Cahoots.  In most cases Cahoots can be 
viewed from any angle.

Each Cahoot has a dedicated audio file composed and 
performed by Andrea Breen.  Links to these files are 
included in this catalogue. 

© 2022 The artists.  All rights reserved.
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Audio file link

https://soundcloud.com/bird_bluerobin/cahoots1-looking?utm_source=clipboard&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=social_sharing












NOT OVER YET/Cahoots.

A group of friends
More comrades than close friends 
United in a common concern about the burning
And flooding issues of climate change
The possibility of society breaking down 
Civilisation ending as we knew it
Coming together in artistic response
A bit naive considering Covid 19
And all its works  
Was just around the corner

One interesting aspect to this group 
Was the polarity within  
Outlooks ranging from the bleakest
To the most hopeful
Lending a tension and dynamism
To our discussion 
Which could have led to many a fruitful outcome
Had we been able to proceed
As planned
As intended

The twelve piece Cahoots collaborative mail art project
Launched at the beginning of the lockdown sequence
Linked our studios in a postal web
Each piece growing from contribution
And crawling into the envelope 
Along with our addition
We sealed the envelope 
And made our way
To other places
Outside the walls

As I said, 
We were colleagues
Not best or bosum friends 
Others played that part
Never lived in each others pockets
Never followed each others lead 
Just a group of worried artists
Reaching out
Trying to protect
Trying to survive 
 
                                      - Antoinette Hensey
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Audio file link

https://soundcloud.com/bird_bluerobin/cahoots2-dominion?utm_source=clipboard&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=social_sharing
















Cahoots                                                              

Precious planet but
No care for Nature
Plants animals insects fish
Earth air water
Lots of fire
Few garden birds
Hedgerows sprayed
Wilderness Reclaimed
Affecting our bodies too
And our souls
Two dark years
No painting
Cahoots a lifeline
To eleven who care
To other parts 
A holding,
A connection 
A joy,
An invitation to hope
To create
A seed

             - Patsy Connolly
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Audio file link

https://soundcloud.com/bird_bluerobin/cahoots3-blue?utm_source=clipboard&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=social_sharing
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Audio file link

https://soundcloud.com/bird_bluerobin/cahoots4-subsiding?utm_source=clipboard&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=social_sharing












CAHOOTS reflection

Paper sent between islands
[Ireland  Tasmania]
ripped edges stamps & tape
fragility of purpose
[as the polar bear swims to exhaustion
the red fox howls at extinction 
koalas burn
floods devour]

A circle
like a rainbow ribbon
reconnects
shares
[lines
plastic renewed
shipping flags
sonorities 
messages of hope in bottles of despair]

Twelve
receiving
offering
fighting [yearning] for change
by degrees

- Andrea Breen                
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Audio file link

https://soundcloud.com/bird_bluerobin/cahoots5-soundings?utm_source=clipboard&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=social_sharing
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Audio file link

https://soundcloud.com/bird_bluerobin/cahoots6-fly-to-the-moon?utm_source=clipboard&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=social_sharing












I have felt privileged to be involved with Cahoots.  During 
the isolation of COVID lockdowns it was great to be taken 
by surprise by the big brown grafittied envelope arriving 
in the door, usually when least expected; there might be 
nothing for months but then two would arrive together (a bit 
like a CIE bus!).  I’d wonder what I might add, marvelling at 
the ingenuity and skill of other participants and not wanting 
to wreck their work. Sometimes I’d know quickly what I think 
might work, but at  other times days or up to a week, would 
pass before that lightbulb moment of inspiration would hit. 
And tentatively I’d go in, not really knowing if I should, but 
taking a chance, working from some instinct, and trying to 
be faithful to the theme, or maybe not.

           - Patricia Timmons                
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Audio file link

https://soundcloud.com/bird_bluerobin/cahoots7-hexing?utm_source=clipboard&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=social_sharing












There is a power in the collective gathering of thoughts and visual expressions, 
a possibility that just, maybe, this collection will make a difference, no matter 
how small.  A small shift in the right direction of thinking and doing. 

I enjoy sharing the making of art with others, building on the ideas of others. 
There is a safety in being part of the whole, a comfort that can free you up to 
enjoy the process and see where the collective consciousness takes it.

For me the Not Over Yet collective started as a discussion in a hotel pub about 
art and the environmental crisis with people I had only just met, then along came 
Covid and lockdown and human connections were driven online. During this 
uncertain and reflective time, I needed certain structures and tasks to keep me 
motivated. Cahoots acted as a thread of interconnectedness, one I was obliged 
and happy to keep stitching.  The wait for the next one, walking the lane to the 
post box, waiting to open the envelope in a quiet moment when the contents 
could be absorbed. Placing the Cahoots by my table top easel and mulling over 
what to add next, guiltily waiting days until I had a clear idea, or perhaps being 
utterly spontaneous and diving straight in (lego man with plastic flowers). How 
best to add my own statement without obliterating anyone else’s, how to work 
together from afar.  Then the decision as to who should receive it next. I closed 
my eyes and stabbed a finger at a name. Taped yet another label on top, inked 
on an Irish Sign Language letter, and masked up for the visit to the valuable 
services of the local Post Office. It was fun. It was a connection. It was a shared 
experience, it still is, and we made some good expressive art together. 

                             Shona MacGilvray
                 March 2022
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Audio file link

https://soundcloud.com/bird_bluerobin/cahoots8-flight-loss?utm_source=clipboard&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=social_sharing
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Audio file link

https://soundcloud.com/bird_bluerobin/cahoots9-migration?utm_source=clipboard&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=social_sharing
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Audio file link

https://soundcloud.com/bird_bluerobin/cahoots10-deconstruction?utm_source=clipboard&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=social_sharing
















It’s all pretty straightforward.  Make art.  Make art on 
somebody else’s art.  Repeat. Repeat. Repeat. Repeat. 
Repeat. Repeat. Repeat. Repeat. Repeat. Repeat. 

The randomness of a Cahoots arrival, tattooed and 
scarred from endless journeys across time and space, 
bulging with messages from outposts on distant  planets, 
reminded me that artists may treasure solitude, but we 
really don’t want to be alone.

I did this.  We did this.  Here is what happened in the 
year when everything was inside.  

                    - Darryl Vance
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Audio file link

https://soundcloud.com/bird_bluerobin/cahoots11-hive?utm_source=clipboard&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=social_sharing
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Audio file link

https://soundcloud.com/bird_bluerobin/cahoots12-the-crossing?utm_source=clipboard&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=social_sharing












Andrea Breen is an artist with interests in performance 
improvisation, collaboration, writing, experimental research, 
philosophy, feminism, activism, ecology and therapeutic 
encounter. She creates acoustic art while researching 
generative and interactive processes and performances 
in sound, word, image and dance/movement. She is an 
educator, writer and creative arts therapist dedicated to right-
action and furthering understanding through dialogue, art 
and imagination.  andreabreen.com

Antoinette Hensey she/her. First responder, second chancer, 
third ager, dilettante and proud member of the NOT OVER 
YET group.  instagram.com/antohensey

Belinda Duetinger lives in Kinvara, County Galway. 
facebook.com/BelindaDeutingerArt/

Cath Taylor is an artist and musician living in Kinvara, County 
Galway.  theartistcathtaylor.com

Darryl Vance focuses on painting and projects currently 
concerned with interpretations of place and identity.  He 
lives and works near Clarenbridge, County Galway.  
darrylvance.com

Diane Reid lives near Kinvara, County Galway.

Patricia Kavanagh lives in Oranmore, County Galway.  
patriciakavanagh.com

http://andreabreen.com 
http://instagram.com/antohensey
http:// facebook.com/BelindaDeutingerArt/
http://theartistcathtaylor.com
http://darrylvance.com
http://patriciakavanagh.com


Patricia Timmons Born in Athy. Moved to Bray and then west 
to Clare and Galway. Worked for many years as a chef and, 
partly in an effort to escape the pressures of the hot plate 
and partly out of curiosity about how other people live their 
lives, I made some forays into other areas, studying science 
and then art, (GMIT part-time BA in Art and Design 2009-
2015,) did some animation work and took part in local art 
exhibitions. I subsequently became involved with Kinvara 
Area Visual Arts (KAVA) serving as committee member for 
five years so eventually became more involved with art 
administration than art making. Still cooking for a living 
and now focussing more on music than visual arts. It’s been 
a real privilege to be part of Not Over Yet and to see the 
work of such talented artists up close.

Patsy Connolly lives in Ballyvaughn, County Clare.
instagram.com/patsy_connolly_

Shona MacGilvray is originally from the Highlands of Scotland 
and has been living in the West of Ireland for over 20 years. 
Shona is a graduate from the Glasgow School of Art, drawing 
and painting under Alexander Moffat. Her practice is informed 
by connections… the collaborative connections she makes 
when facilitating children and young people to creatively 
explore their own paths and the connections made when 
engaging with nature and the environment. Recent studio work 
is focused on movement and migration, exploring with mixed 
media and acrylics.  Drawing and sketching are fundamental 
to her work, with a particular love of drawing directly from the 
human figure. Shona’s interests are her family, her chickens, the 
diversity of life and nature, and the changes and adventures 
life brings over the years. Shona has been awarded many 
residencies with schools and organisations, and facilitates 
community art workshops. She is on the artist data base for 
County Clare Arts Office.  In 2006 she established The Art 
Box, a visual arts group for children and young people in the 
area of Gort Inse Guaire.  shonamacgillivray.com

Regina O’Dea lives in Kinvara, County Galway.

Sinead Macken is a textile artist, living in Kinvara, County 
Galway.  mackenmagner.com.

https://www.instagram.com/patsy_connolly_/
http://shonamacgillivray.com
http://www.mackenmagner.com


NOT OVER YET is an international group of artists exploring the role of creativity 
in response to environmental emergency. Based in the village of Kinvara 
on Ireland’s west coast, the group continues to design and produce events, 
exhibitions, performance and media focused on engagement with communities 
and individuals.






